
 
GROWING YOUR BEST SELF 

 
TRAIL GUIDE - WEST 

7/12/20 - 7/26/20 
 
Here is the suggested order of GYBS activities for the next two weeks.  Please reach out to your Marco 
Buddy or one of the guides if you have any questions.  
 
On the topic of your Marco Polo (MP) buddies, please tailor your buddy relationship to how best you 
relate to people.  MP was meant to be an easy, asynchronous way to connect for mid-week support. 
If, like me, you like to establish some roots or personal context as you begin to relate to a person, then 
please reach out to your buddy and try to schedule a kick-off call this week.  Believe me, they’ll appreciate 
it!  
  
And, based on past experience I can safely say that if you invest in the buddy practice, you’ll get more out 
of the Generative Council overall.  You’ll gain a friend, personal advisor, accountability buddy or just 
someone to laugh with for two weeks of your life!  
 

1. On Monday, 7/13, you’ll receive a Marco Polo 3-5 minute guided heart meditation.  Please listen 
to this before you dive into your next activity which is….drumroll, please.... 
 

2. Your Relationship Ecosystem - We’re guessing that this will take you at least 30 minutes 
(probably longer) so allow yourself plenty of time...maybe go back to it twice.  Do you find that 
you tell stories to yourself before moving into a new (or old!) situation? Then consider whether 
you should include yourself as one of the people in your circle.  It can be pretty enlightening!  You 
can choose to do one section (daily life or project) or both - just choose your own adventure on 
this. 

3. Solo - Consider the completion of your Relationship Ecosystem as your permission ticket for 
going on solo (like you EVER need permission for solos)!  Go for a minimum of two hours, be 
sure to bookend the solo by walking through a threshold of your choosing, delight in being in each 
direction for a minimum of 30 minutes.  Just simply notice the natural relationships you find in 
each direction.  Perhaps nature will be a mirror for you in one direction or another.  There are also 
questions on the WEST Way of Knowing sheet that may help you break some things open. 

 
4. Use Marco Polo to let your buddy know that she’s not the only one deep in the emotional way of 

knowing these two weeks! 

https://natureleadership.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/GYBS-Relationship-Ecosystem.pdf
https://natureleadership.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Four-Directions-WEST.pdf

